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                         CAA 3-2-1 Report 2018 

 
The CAA 3-2-1 Competition was held at Almeria Bowls Club from the 28th  

Until the 30th March twenty- three teams from Indalo, Almeria, Cabrera bowling 

clubs, split into four groups of 5 or 6 teams, playing each other. Each team played six 

ends with a triple, followed by a pair ending with a single. Played as a round -robin 

with each discipline gaining two points for a win, one for a draw and two for an 

overall win for each match. 

 

The Final was a great match between two teams from Indalo bowling Club, Jan 

Dando, Alan and Ann Reynolds. Jan was part of the winning team in 2017. They 

were against Gerard Donck, Keith and Linda Harvey. 

Jan’s team Triple stormed ahead winning the game 5-2. In the pairs the story was 

total opposite when Gerard and his team won handsomely 15-1. The Singles was a 

narrow win for Jan’s team which gave an overall score of 16 -11 to Gerard’s team. 

This because Jan and Team won two disciplines and Gerard won the overall score the 

points gained were 4-4. A final Triple one end was on the cards to determine the 

winners. This was an exciting finish with Jan’s team championship down with one 

bowl left and drew the shot.Well done to Jan Dando, Alan and Ann Reynolds for 

taking the Championship. 

 

Jan’s team reached the Final by beating an Almeria team, Graham and Catherine 

Patrick, Gerard’s team made it against another Almeria Team, John and Christina 

Fitzgerald with Chris Ewer.  

 

On completion of competition, Reg Birmingham, Almeria Captain, thanked the 

supporters and all players that had took part, Roy Ritson for his very helpful 

computer scoring method and Jenny Birmingham for her valued help throughout the 

competition, Bryan Hughes with the help of John Fitzgerald for maintaining the 

green. Tony Lear for running the competition. He then presented the prizes and 

Trophy to the winners.  

 

 

Vic Parsons - CAA Press Secretary 
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Also in your report about the 321 the third part of the final was Jan Dando in the singles,  not 

the  pairs as you wrote.  

 

You might also like to add that in the one end Triples shootout extra end Jan was 

Championship down with one bowl left and she drew the shot 
 


